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Executive Summary 
August has often been a critical month for the start of major debt crises:  

 The Latin American crisis began on 12 August 1982                 

 The Asian crisis began with Thailand needing an IMF rescue on 11 August 1997 

 The Russian crisis began on 17 August 1998 

One reason is that many policymakers are out of the office on holiday, as the IMF itself 
has noted. Financial markets also lack their usual liquidity as many senior traders are 
away from their desks. So if a potential catalyst occurs, it can quickly become amplified. 

We fear that the renminbi's fall below Rmb 7 : US$ 1 on 5 August will act as just such a  
catalyst - this time, for the onset of a global debt crisis, which has long been in the 
category of “an accident waiting to happen”.  This special Report therefore looks at the 
background to the move, and sketches out some on the potential high-level consequences. 

 

Charts 1, 2: IIF data shows rising debt levels across key sectors: a high probability of US recession 

Chart 1 from the Institute of International Finance highlights the seemingly inexorable rise 
in global debt levels over the past 20 years. And chart 2 suggests the US is now moving 
into recession. In turn, this has created the potential for a catalyst to emerge to shift 
investors’ focus from “return on capital” to “return of capital”.  China’s devaluation could 
prove such a catalyst, particularly as markets are already starting to doubt the abilities of 
Jay Powell as US Federal Reserve chairman.  

China’s devaluation also makes it likely that it will start to export deflation, with July’s PPI 
already falling to –0.3%, and increases concerns over the likely effectiveness of central 
bank policy. This Report therefore aims to highlight the key risk areas for scenario 
planning, as we return to a world where business cycles are no longer a thing of the past. 
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China’s devaluation risks opening the world’s debt-fuelled Ring of Fire 

1. The Boomers are now becoming the Perennials 
We have argued since the publication of Boom, Gloom and the New Normal in 2011 that 
demographic changes would make it impossible for central banks to generate inflation 
via the use of monetary policy.  Our argument received strong support at the time from 
the Bank of Japan’s Governor, Masaaki Shirakawa. But he was not reappointed in 2013, 
Instead, the BoJ joined other central banks by adopting its “Abenomics” stimulus policy.  

 

Chart 3: The BabyBoomers have changed supply/demand balances 

10.1 million G7 babies were born each year between 1946-70, compared to 8.8m/year in 
the preceding 25 years. Unsurprisingly, this caused demand to rise sharply at a time when 
supply was already constrained following the end of World War 2: 

 Inflation soared, causing the benchmark global interest rate, the US 10-year bond, 
to rise from 2% in 1952 to 16% at the end of 1981, as chart 4 confirms 

 But the average Boomer (born in 1958) then entered the Wealth Creator 25-54 age 

group in 1983: fertility rates had already fallen below replacement levels since 1970  

 As a result, supply increased steadily as the Wealth Creators built their careers, and 

demand growth became constant as they settled down and had families 

 The collapse of fertility rates created a SuperCycle as many women returned to the 

economy after childbirth, creating 2-income families for the first time in history 

Today, however, increased life expectancy means the Boomers have joined the Perennials 
55+ generation. They are essentially a replacement economy, as they already own most 
of what they need and their incomes decline as they retire.  By trying to recreate the 
SuperCycle through stimulus policies, central banks have in fact made deflation almost 
inevitable by encouraging a rise in debt and the building of surplus capacity.   

 

Chart 4: Deflation seems likely as the Boomers become Perennials 

As we summarised the position in June 2016 (Ageing populations create paradigm shift 
for growth): 

“The stimulus policies of recent years have encouraged the building of major new capacity 

– at a time when underlying demand growth is slowing in both the developed and 

emerging world. Companies will therefore be well advised to assume that deflation rather 

than inflation will accompany the arrival of the New Normal – completing the reversal of 

the demand patterns that preceded the SuperCycle in 1983.”  

BACKGROUND 

Deflation seems 

likely as the 
Boomers become 

Perennials 
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2. Stimulus spending has created unrepayable debt 
The supply/demand dynamics described in the previous section therefore suggest that 
we have passed through 2 secular changes in market dynamics since World War 2: 

 Inflation, 1946-81. The BabyBoomers created major demand growth at a time 
when supply was already limited - leading to inflation. 

 Dis-inflation, 1982-2000. The Boomers entered the workforce, causing supply to 

increase whilst demand growth became constant - leading to dis-inflation 

 

Chart 5: China’s stimulus has been half of the total 

Now we seem to be heading into a period of secular deflation due to post-2000 policies: 

 The US Federal Reserve laid the foundation prior to 2008 by encouraging sub-

prime lending to boost housing/auto sales and was joined by the Bank of England  

 China then became the motor for a new and more comprehensive set of ‘subprime 
on steroids’ stimulus policies, as chart 5 confirms, due to a panic over the impact 
of the crisis and the risk it posed to continued Communist Party rule 

 It was immediately joined by the Fed and BoE; the European Central Bank joined 

as a result of the Eurozone crisis, and then the BoJ joined in with Abenomics  

Essentially, the banks assumed that today’s demographic deficit could be overcome via 
an increase in liquidity. But in effect, of course, stimulus actually became an exercise in 
trying to “print babies”, as the deficit is a structural issue requiring new social/economic 
policies. The end result has therefore been over-capacity and record levels of debt.   

Warning signs of deflation have been building for some time, since President Xi began 
his second term in 2018 by taking personal control of the economy. His main focus has 
been on reining in the shadow banking sector. As we noted last month, this has severely 
squeezed China’s property bubble, with a dramatic impact on developers, as the New 
York Times has reported: 

“Evergrande is China’s largest and best known property company. By the end of last year 
it had issued nearly $20bn worth of IOUs to its suppliers. With a towering $100bn debt pile 
and a penchant for raising bonds to pay off the interest, it appears to have turned to 
commercial acceptance bills to help cover costs.”  

The fact that China’s largest property developer can no longer pay its bills, and is forced 
to issue IOUs, confirms our earlier fears. October’s Report (Chemicals flag rising 
recession risks) suggested “China prepares for lengthy trade war”, and the March Report 
(China's lending boost highlights debt risks) highlighted the rising level of bond defaults. 
June’s Economic Outlook suggested “Recession risks rise as China deleverages”. 

William White was the only central banker to warn over subprime, and we fear that his 
December 2016 warning (Nothing to worry about) about the dangers of the post-2008 
debt explosion is now coming true:  

“In practice, ultraeasy policy has not stimulated aggregate demand to the degree expected 

but has had other unexpected consequences. Not least, it poses a threat to financial 

stability and to potential growth going forward. Further, ‘‘exit’’ threatens to be delayed in 

many countries, underlining the dangerous fact that the global economy has no nominal 

anchor….the fundamental problem is not inadequate liquidity but excessive debt and 

possible insolvencies. The policy stakes are now very high“ . (Our emphasis then/now). 

THE DEBT 

ISSUE 

Central bank 
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deficit is a 
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policies 
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3. China’s devaluation risks opening the Ring of Fire 
It therefore seems timely to update our concept of the ‘Ring of Fire’, which was first 
described in June 2014 when highlighting that: 

“We face a Ring of Fire where the tectonic plates are shifting all the time”. 

 

Chart 6: The US-China trade war now involves currencies 

Chart 6 updates the position to today, highlighting the risks ahead. 

 China is the epicentre of the Ring due to its property bubble 

 In turn, this is now spreading out across Asia 
 

 By spreading across Asia, it is impacting other Asian currencies and economies 

 The Bank of Japan is also about to become the largest owner of Japanese stocks 
 

 The end of the property bubble is also ending the commodity bubble 

 In turn, this is impacting Australia, S Africa, Brazil, Russia and the Middle East  
 

 ECB stimulus means Eurozone government bonds have negative interest rates  

 Banks cannot make a profit on this basis, and savers have no income 
 

 President Trump’s China trade war now risks connecting all the dots 

 The UK’s likely No Deal Brexit in October further threatens global supply chains  

 
Markets are, understandably, already responding to the risks created by President 
Trump’s threat to further extend China tariffs in September, and the new UK 
government’s apparent decision to make a No Deal Brexit their base case for October.  

It is always hard to forecast the exact sequence of events. But it does seem that we 
have reached the top of the debt bubble. One example is the rush by US banks to enter 
Middle Eastern public debt markets - an area long dominated by European banks, and 
where American bankers have little background or expertise. And even Federal Reserve 
chairman Jay Powell has raised warning flags over the rise in risky Collateralised Loan 
Obligations, where he saw “similarities to the subprime crisis” due to the fact, as chart 7 
from the Fed confirms, that they are now the largest holders of leveraged loans.  

 

Chart 7: The Federal Reserve has become concerned about the growth of CLOs 

THE CATALYST 

China is the 

epicentre of the 
Ring due to its 

property bubble  
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https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/powell20190520a.htm
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But our main concern remains as described last month - the ‘accident waiting to happen’ 

in corporate bond markets that we first discussed a year ago (Confusion now has made 

his masterpiece), and where we suggested the following potential sequence of events:  

 Stage 1. Synchronised global economy proves a dream and economy weakens  

 Stage 2. The US$ and EM interest rates rise - a double whammy for their economies  

 Stage 3. Rising $ pressures Chinese developers, a major can’t repay offshore $ debt  

Stage 1 has certainly now become consensus thinking, and the US$ is rising against many 

Emerging Market currencies.  This has historically been the origin of the major debt crises 

since 1980 - borrowers are initially attracted by the lower interest rates on offer in a major 

currency such as the US$ or Swiss franc, and ignore the risk that their own currency might 

devalue against it. When their currency falls, they find repayment of the capital has 

become impossible, and lenders have to restructure or write off the loan. 

In the past this problem was mitigated by the strong balance sheets and growth prospects 

of the major developed countries. They could afford, as with the Latin American, Asian and 

Russian crises, to take a longer-term view. But that is not the case today, with their own 

debt already at danger levels and populist policies starting to dominate decision-making. 

President Trump is already ramping up his rhetoric, as are premier Johnson and others. 

This creates a risk of contagion from one market to another. Risks in individual silos can 

be bad enough, but if risks start to spread across silo boundaries, it quickly becomes 

impossible to know who is actually holding the risk. Powell’s warning about the problems 

this could create in CLOs is sobering - $700bn is real money, after all: 

“Regulators, investors, and market participants around the world would benefit greatly 

from more information on who is bearing the ultimate risk associated with CLOs. We know 

that the U.S. CLO market spans the globe...But right now, we mainly know where the 

CLOs are not—only $90bn of the $700bn in total CLOs are held by the largest U.S. banks. 

...In a downturn institutions anywhere could find themselves under pressure, especially 

those with inadequate loss-absorbing capacity or runnable short-term financing.”  

 
Chart 8: $3tn of US corporate debt is BBB grade   Chart 9: NYSE margin debt appears to be falling  

CLO risk is bad, but the main risks are focused on the corporate debt market: 

 As chart 8 confirms, $3tn of US corporate debt is BBB rated. $1tn is in the very 
lowest BBB– grade. Most institutions would have to sell if recession forced ratings 
agencies into downgrades, as the debt would then be below “investment grade” 

 This would also add to the risks in equity markets, which are already at extreme 
valuations.  Pension funds have been major investors in corporate debt, and in 
recent years they have felt “forced” to enter markets such as the Asian offshore 
US$ market in their search for higher yields than are available at home. It seems 
probable that many will painfully discover that higher reward equals higher risk 

 A third area of risk is margin debt. As chart 9 shows, investors’ willingness to 

borrow has been a major factor in powering the rise of the S&P 500 and other 
major equity indices. A rising level of defaults in the corporate debt market will 
reduce loan collateral, at a time when margin debt itself has already peaked 

There is therefore a clear risk of a vicious circle developing, in the form of a Ring of Fire 
between equity and debt markets in Emerging and Developed Markets. 

Contagion from 

one silo to 

another is now 

the key risk 
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Conclusions and Implications for scenario planning 

As always, chemical industry Capacity Utilisation (CU%) data from the American 
Chemistry Council has proved an excellent leading indicator for the global economy. It 
saw a seasonal ‘bounce’ in June, as foreshadowed in June’s Volume Proxy Indicator. But 
our discussions since then, and corporate profit warnings from BASF (earnings down 
30%) and other industry majors, suggest it would be optimistic to see this as a turning 
point. Key end-user markets such as electronics, autos and housing are also clearly 
weakening in many countries, whilst Bloomberg has reported that US inventory levels at 
major warehouses are close to being full.  

  

Chart 8: The CU% saw a seasonal bounce in June  

We are therefore concerned that China’s devaluation risks initiating a major debt crisis 
over the next 12-18 months.  The potential catalyst for this crisis concerns Chinese 
property developers who have been forced to borrow in the offshore US$ market, due to 
the downturn in domestic shadow lending. If the renminbi continues below Rmb7: US$1, 
they will find repayment of capital increasingly difficult.   

In turn, this would cause contagion into Western corporate debt and equity markets as 
investors saw the value of their assets erode and their collateral for margin loans 
reduce. Contrary to earlier crises, there seems little likelihood that the major countries 
will work together to mitigate the crisis. Instead it might well intensify today’s drift into 
trade wars and protectionism, and deepen the recession which now seems very likely. 

Key Implications 

Our aim in this Report is to help to build resilience, should a debt crisis now ensue, by 
identifying key risks that can hopefully be mitigated via scenario planning: 

 Debt levels are the key issue. A 35% debt/equity ratio used to be normal even for 

blue chip companies. But stimulus policies encouraged higher debt levels to boost 
earnings. Today’s high levels of leverage mean companies are far more vulnerable 

 Deflation will make this debt more expensive to repay, and reduce pricing power  

 Financial/commodity market volatility will increase. Companies and investors have 
come to believe the Fed would never let markets fall. As this confidence starts to 
disappear, financial market volatility and risk premia will increase  

 Populism will be boosted by these developments, as it provides simplistic answers 

to the complex problems explored in this Report. In turn, this will intensify the 
drift into protectionism and also make it less likely that the major countries would 
come together, as in 2008, to mitigate the debt crisis 

 Geo-political tensions will rise. The Boomer-led SuperCycle created benefits for 
almost everyone - billions of people emerged from poverty in the EMs, whilst 
those in developed markets saw their spending power increase. The debt crisis will 
reverse some of these gains, causing more tribal/nationalistic feelings to emerge 

 The paradigm shifts discussed last month in areas such as Electric Vehicles and 

plastics recycling will likely accelerate, as the idea of “doing more with less” will be 
reinforced by recession. But companies may well be faced with a plethora of 
different local regulations due to governments’ inability to work together 

All in all, we envisage a testing time ahead, particularly as only those over 60 have 
personal experience even of the “normal” business cycles seen before the SuperCycle. 

IMPLICATIONS 

FOR SCENARIO 

PLANNING 
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